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LAGOON 77 NEW
LAGOON SEVENTY 7 (2025)

Lagoon

载客量 23.7 M (78’)
停泊于 法国

型号 1340

€ 0
约 $ 0

托管

可供出租

LAGOON 77 NEW 型号 1340
LAGOON SEVENTY 7 (2025)

Lagoon 停泊于 法国

种类 现代
游艇类型 帆船
船身类型 双体船
载客量 23.7m (78’)
船宽 11.0m (37')
吃水 1.9m (7')
船身材料 玻璃钢

内置/翻新 2025/-
VPLP Design & Patrick le Quément
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LAGOON 77 NEW 型号 1340
LAGOON SEVENTY 7 (2025)

Lagoon 停泊于 法国

评论: 3 cabins, 4 cabins, 5 cabins or 6 cabins version available.
Number of berths : 6 to 16 (with single or bunk beds in forepeaks).
Option forward or aft "galley down", new option "galley up".

OUR PARTNER provides you with the opportunity to own a LAGOON SEVENTY 7 without the expenses and challenges
of traditional ownership.

OUR PARTNER GIVES YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP A CREWED CHARTER BUSINESS THROUGH
A TAILORED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, WITH GUARANTEED INCOME.

TAKE TO THE SEA..... LEAVE THE PROBLEMS BEHIND !

Creating a new model such as the SEVENTY 7 within an already very extensive range was a challenge.
Lagoon, with over 30 years’ experience and nearly 4,000 catamarans built, wanted to take up this
challenge to fulfil the wishes of owners in search of another dimension.
The SEVENTY 7 marks an important step towards a world in which luxury and refinement are the
watchwords.
Lagoon brought together an illustrious team for the design of its flagship:
- VPLP, the French naval architects with the most awards in the world of racing multihulls and also the
most experienced in cruising multihulls;
- Patrick le Quément, the internationally renowned designer;
- Nauta Design, the Italian interior design firm that operates in both the production boat universe
(a partner of Lagoon since 2010) and the world of superyachts of up to 600’.

A grand Lagoon is not simply a larger Lagoon; it’s another concept, another dimension, a Lagoon
belonging to the world of superyachts. A challenge, given the extent to which this universe embodies
conventions that had to be incorporated, adopted, without abandoning the generosity and friendliness
that are characteristic of Lagoon.
The starting point is life on board. Sailing, living on board, is a succession of moments spent in company
with people that you like. We imagined what these moments might be according to the various types
of use: family boating, friends, charter⋯ But also how to accommodate the presence of the crew that
such a vessel requires.
We gave the SEVENTY 7 the DNA of a superyacht with a design that visually proclaims our quest
for excellence.


